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COMMENTATIONES MATHEMATICAE UNIVERSITATIS CAROLINAE 
29,2 (1988) 
CORRECTION 
TO THE PAPER "A NOTION OF MEASURE FOR CLASSES IN AST" 
A. TZOUVARAS 
In the hypotheses of Theorems 5 and 6 of £T} the following essential 
condition on X, Y was omitted: 
"The longest of the two cuts o(X), o(Y) is semiregular". 
It is not known whether the "overspill argument" mentioned in the proofs 
of the theorem works without this condition. 
To be specific the argument runs as follows: 
Proposition. Let l<3 be cuts, such that J be semiregular and let 
y(x,y) be a set-formula. Then, 
(*) (VafeI)(VbeJ)y(a,b)-*. (3a Q>I)(a bQ>J)( V a 4 a 0 ) ( V b . £ b 0 ) y ( a , b ) . 
Proof. Suppose the left hand side of (3ft) is true and let a 6 I. Since 
(Vb 6 J)<jp(a,b), there is a c>J such that (V b£c)cp (a,c). ,It follows that 
if we fix some e >J and consider the function 
F(a)=max{c£e; (Vb4c)y(a,b)| 
then F"l£e>J. By semiregularity of J there is some b >J such that 
(Va6l)(Vb.*bo)9>(a,b). 
By overspill again there is some a>I such that (Va£a )(V b£b )y(a,b). 
In fact we can use a weaker condition than semiregularity. It suffices J 
not to be TT-- cut. 
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